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U.S. News & World Report ranks the 
School of Public Affairs and Administration
at Rutgers University-Newark:
7th in Public Management/Administration
and

n 4th in Information and Technology
n 10th in Public Finance and Budgeting
n 11th in City Management and Urban Policy
n 18th in Nonprofit Administration
n 23rd in Public Affairs
n 24th in Public Policy Analysis

Exemplary Students
n Over 1,000 students are registered annually in SPAA’s PhD, Master of Public Administration
(MPA), Executive MPA, Masters in Public Health, and BA in Public Service degree programs, as
well as our many certificate programs.
n Over 25% of SPAA students are international, representing over 30 countries.
n SPAA graduates are teaching and gaining tenure at dozens of universities and holding 
executive-level positions in the nonprofit and public sectors in the U.S. and around the world.

The School of Public Affairs and
Administration (SPAA) at Rutgers-Newark
is recognized for its knowledge and
competence in public service and
administration, with particular attention 
to the fields of performance measurement,
management, and improvement.

World Class Faculty
n SPAA has over 25 faculty whose areas of expertise include public and nonprofit management
and administration, public performance measurement and reporting, public budgeting and 
finance, economic development, health, and urban affairs.
n Five faculty are members of the Congressionally-chartered National Academy 
of Public Administration (NAPA).
n In the last three years, SPAA faculty have published over 40 books. 
n Members of SPAA faculty have been presidents of the major organizations in the public 
administration field, including the American Society for Public Administration (ASPA), 
the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration (NASPAA), and the
Public Management Research Association (PMRA).
n SPAA faculty have won major awards in the field, including the NASPAA/ASPA 
Distinguished Research Award (2 faculty); the ASPA Dwight Waldo Career Research Award; the
ASPA Joseph Wholey Distinguished Scholarship Award (2 faculty); the ASPA Charles H. Levine
Award for Excellence in Public Administration Research, Teaching, and Service (2 faculty); and
the American Political Science Association’s Herbert Simon Award for Best Book.

Competence   n Diversity   n Knowledge   n Service

Rutgers SPAA   n http://spaa.newark.rutgers.edu
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Office for Institutional 
Equity and Diversity
Campus Box 7530
Raleigh, NC 27695-7530

919.515.3148 (phone)
919.513.1428 (fax)
919.515.9617 (tty)

                                    An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

June 5, 2013

Greetings, Friends of Social Equity!

We are pleased to welcome you to NAPA’s 12th Annual Social Equity Leadership Conference, hosted by 
North Carolina State University in Raleigh, North Carolina.  Our conference theme this year, “Globally 
Engaged, Locally Responsible: New Challenges for Social Equity,” brings together a community of 
scholars and leaders representing public, nonprofit, and academic organizations to address critical issues of 
access and disparity in governance.  This year, our conference focuses on existing and emerging issues in 
nonprofits, education, policing and corrections, at-risk communities, aging and the elderly, housing, 
transportation, environmental protection and sustainability, and inclusive excellence.

We hope that you are inspired by the opening comments from Dr. Marc Holzer, Dean of the School of 
Public Affairs and Administration at Rutgers University-Newark.  In just a short time, Dr. Holzer’s 
commitment to social equity has transformed the field of public administration and affairs.  As a preeminent 
scholar and leading expert in public performance and public management, Dr. Holzer’s commitment to 
diversity, competence, knowledge and service is unmatched.  

We know that you will be moved by the charge from our esteemed keynote speaker, Dr. H. George 
Frederickson, Edwin O. Stene Distinguished Professor of Public Administration at the University of 
Kansas, in the School of Public Affairs and Administration.  Dr. Frederickson is a true expert and thought 
leader on social equity and we know that you will enjoy his keynote address entitled, “Thick Social 
Equity.”  Dr. Frederickson reminds us, “Time measures the importance of public ideas… the time of social 
equity in public administration has come.” 

As a follow-up to the conference, we have created an online KnowledgeBase for friends of social equity.  
The KnowledgeBase includes hundreds of important resources in social equity and highlights disparities 
research as well as breakthrough practices. We hope this important repository of knowledge will serve as a 
useful resource for teaching, research and service in social equity as you continue your work in this area.

Lastly, we wish to thank the 12th Annual Social Equity Leadership Conference Planning Committee: Toy 
Beeninga, Susie Camilleri, Hayden Dawes, Wendy Giddens, Dr. Susan T. Gooden, Garry Morgan, Dr. 
Ramona Ortega, Quinn Novels, Elizabeth Snively, Kristina Van Buskirk, LaShica Waters, Dr. Blue 
Wooldridge and Teresa Young.

With warmest regards, 

RaJade Berry-James, Ph.D. Tracey Ray, Ph.D.
2013 Social Equity Leadership Conference Co-Chairs

Office of the Provost

Welcome
Conference Co-Chairs Dr. RaJade Berry-James and Dr. Tracey Ray
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Welcome
North Carolina Senator Kay Hagan
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Welcome
NC State University Chancellor Randy Woodson

 
Campus Box 7001 / A Holladay Hall  
Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-7001

919.515.2191 (phone)  
919.515.3545 (fax)

Office of the ChancellorNorth Carolina State University is a land- 
grant university and a constituent institution  
of The University of North Carolina

June 5, 2013

Dear Conference Participant,

Welcome to NC State University for the 12th Annual National Social Equity Leadership 
Conference. As the state's largest university, we are dedicated to excellent teaching, the 
creation and application of knowledge, and engagement with public and private partners. NC 
State promotes an integrated approach to problem solving that transforms lives and provides 
leadership for social, economic and technological development across North Carolina and 
the world. 

We all recognize that we live in a changing world. New cultural boundaries are constantly 
broadening, new ways of thinking emerging and new ideas unfolding.  This conference is one 
of many ways that NC State University is engaged in being transformational leaders in issues 
of social equity and social justice.    

As the environment in which we live has changed, the reach of NC State's service and 
impact has expanded beyond our borders and across the globe. It challenges us to be locally 
responsive to the needs of our state while globally engaged in solving the grand challenges 
facing our global community. We are thrilled to serve as the conference host for the National 
Academy of Public Administration and for the conference theme to reiterate our values of, 
"Locally Responsive, Globally Engaged: New Challenges for Social Equity."

I sincerely hope that you enjoy your time on campus and in Raleigh.  We applaud your 
leadership and engagement on issues of social equity and hope that you find ways to stay 
connected through our shared interest and work in this area.

Sincerely,

W. Randolph Woodson
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Ph.D. in Public Administration
■ Opportunities to work with an active research 

faculty
■ Targeting applicants interested in public 

management, nonprofit management, disaster 
research, and/or network analysis

■ Competitive financial assistance packages 
(stipends, tuition waivers, and health insurance)

■ Travel grants available to newly admitted 
students for campus visits

Master of Public Administration
■  Develop effective leadership skills for 

responsible public service
■  Apply public administration tools and concepts 

to public service problems
■ Generalist management curriculum that focuses 

on practical and problem-solving skills
■ NASPAA-accredited and nationally-ranked 

program

For program descriptions and faculty bios, visit:  
www.spia.ncsu.edu/pa

Department of Public Administration

School of Public and
International Affairs

Core Faculty
RaJade Berry-James 

Rutgers University (Newark)

Thomas Birkland 
University of Washington 

James Brunet 
North Carolina State University

Richard Clerkin 
Indiana University

Charles Coe 
University of Georgia

Jerrell Coggburn 
University of South Carolina 

Dennis Daley 
Washington State University (Pullman) 

Jeffrey Diebold 
UNC-Chapel Hill

David Garson 
Harvard University 

Richard Kearney 
University of Oklahoma 

Branda Nowell 
Michigan State University

James Swiss 
Yale University

Mary Tschirhart 
University of Michigan
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This document reflects information and updates received by the conference planning committee as of Monday, 
June 3, 2013. Corrections received after that time, to the best of our knowledge, are reflected on the conference 
website: oied.ncsu.edu/selc.
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Sponsors
12th  Annual NAPA Social Equity  Leadership Conference

Platinum Level: $5,000 and Above

NC State University Institute for Nonprofits

The Institute for Nonprofit Research is devoted to strengthening the capacity 
of nonprofit organizations and nonprofit leadership through research, educa-
tion, and engagement.  The Institute for Nonprofits is a center of expertise, 
a host of collaborative community scholars and practitioners, and a convener 
and connector for the sharing of campus and community resources to facili-
tate research-informed policies and practices.

NC State University College of Humanities and Sciences

The College of Humanities and Social Sciences is among the largest colleges at 
NC State. CHASS promotes critical thinking, cross-cultural competence, and 
engagement across the state and around the world. CHASS prepares students 
for leadership in professions requiring intellectual flexibility, communication 
skills, knowledge of the world, and a sophisticated understanding of human 
beings and their challenges.

Gold Level: $2,500 to $4,999

Rutgers University - Newark

Rutgers University-Newark’s academic mission is to provide a first-rate educa-
tion to an exceptionally diverse community of undergraduates and graduate 
students.

Virginia Commonwealth University

Virginia Commonwealth University serves an integral role in educating the 
current and future workforce, reaching out to the community, advancing 
research and patient care.

Silver Level: $1,000 to $2,499

University of Nebraska - Omaha School of Public Administration

The University of Nebraska is a national leader in public service education and 
generates significant research that impacts government, industry and nonprofit 
organizations.

NC State University School of Public and International Affairs

The School of Public and International Affairs (SPIA) provides a vibrant and 
innovative platform for understanding, exploring and engaging with issues of 
leadership and public affairs.

RESEARCH

EDUCATION

ENGAGEMENT

Campus Box 7011 - Raleigh, NC 27695 - PH 919.513.7031 - inst i tutefornonprofits@ncsu.edu

nonprofit news + resources

Visit forwww.philanthropyjournal.org
news and resources, information on how

to advertise, and to subscribe to the
e-Newsletter.  Please contact us to

contribute articles or videos.

Visit fornonprofit.chass.ncsu.edu
information on our Nonprofit Studies

Minor, professional certificates,
Community of Nonprofit Scholars

(CONS) and other programs.

RESEARCH

EDUCATION

ENGAGEMENT

Campus Box 7011 - Raleigh, NC 27695 - PH 919.513.7031 - inst i tutefornonprofits@ncsu.edu

nonprofit news + resources

Visit forwww.philanthropyjournal.org
news and resources, information on how

to advertise, and to subscribe to the
e-Newsletter.  Please contact us to

contribute articles or videos.

Visit fornonprofit.chass.ncsu.edu
information on our Nonprofit Studies

Minor, professional certificates,
Community of Nonprofit Scholars

(CONS) and other programs.
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Silver Level (continued)

Bronze Level: $500 to $999

American Society for Public Administration (ASPA) 

The American Society for Public Administration is the largest and most promi-
nent professional association for public administration.

George Washington University

George Washington University actively engages Washington, D.C., by being at  
the core of U.S. government, policy, and law.

Mi Esperanza

The Mi Esperanza Program is dedicated to the educational, financial, and spiritual 
development of women living in extreme poverty with a vision to help break the 
cycle of extreme poverty.

Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration

NASPAA’s mission is to ensure excellence in education and training for public 
service and to promote the ideal of public service. NASPAA is the membership 
association for graduate education programs in public service education.

NC Sea Grant

Headquartered at NC State University, NC Sea Grant provides research, education 
and outreach opportunities relating to current issues affecting the NC coast and its 
communities.

New York University

New York University has grown into one of the nation’s leading institutions of 
higher education, a dynamic and prominent research university with an academic 
presence that spans the globe.

University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill

The MPA Program prepares public service leaders. Our students work with faculty 
who are engaged in helping state and local officials solve public problems. Con-
sistent with the School of Government’s mission, our historic emphasis on local 
government is a special strength.

National Academy of Public Administration

The National Academy of Public Administration and its Standing Panel on Social 
Equity in Governance, chaired by Dr. Blue Wooldridge, are committed to explor-
ing ways to strengthen national and local programs designed to address economic 
and social disparities.

NETWORK OF SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC POLICY,
AFFAIRS, AND ADMINISTRATION

1029 Vermont Avenue, NW • Suite 1100 • Washington, DC 20005-3517
(202) 628-8965 • naspaa@naspaa.org • http://www.naspaa.orgThe Global Standard in Public Service Education

Additional Sponsors
ME Sharpe, Inc.

NC State University Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity

The Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity is committed to fostering an in-
clusive, accessible, and diverse intellectual and cultural campus experience related 
to the mission of NC State.
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Conference Schedule
12th  Annual NAPA Social Equity  Leadership Conference

Wednesday, June 5, 2013

11:00 PM - 1:00 PM Registration & Information Desk Open - Washington Room Entrance Area

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM Welcome - Roosevelt Room
   RaJade M. Berry-James, Ph.D. and Tracey Ray, Ph.D.,  
   2013 Social Equity Leadership Conference Co-Chairs
   Jeffrey Braden, Ph.D., Dean, NC State College of Humanities and Social Sciences 

   Opening Plenary
   Marc Holzer, Ph.D., Dean, Board of Governors Professor, 
   School of Public Affairs and Administration (SPAA), Rutgers University-Newark

2:45 PM - 4:00 PM Concurrent Session A
  
Washington Room Panel 1
   Literacy & Social Justice Youth Development
   Angela Wiseman, David Myers, Eric DeShields, Jennifer Castillo
   Christina Foster, Krystina Dillard, Moderators

   An Analysis of the Feasibility of a Universal Early Childhood Education System
   Sheri M. Baxter

Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   Uncovering Southwest Raleigh: Enhancing Citizen Voice Through Creative Youth and   
   Community Engagement
   Craig Brookins, Brittney Cofield-Poole, Amanda Matson, Jason Hibbets

Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   (Featured Panel) Our Foundation Focus
   James Gore, Program Officer, Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation
   Stacey Parker-Fisher, Program Officer, Oak Foundation
   Damon Circosta, Executive Director,  A. J. Fletcher Foundation 
   Gail Christopher, Vice President Program Strategy, W. K. Kellogg Foundation
   Mary Tschirhart, Moderator

4:15 PM - 5:30 PM Concurrent Session B

Washington Room Panel 1
   Race, Class, Gender, Incarceration and Re-Entry: Power, Privilege, and Marginalization  
   in the US Criminal Justice System
   Heather Wyatt-Nichol, Brian N. Williams, Renita L. Seabrook, Lorenda A. Naylor
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Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   Promising Practices, Best Practices and Breakthrough Practices
   Jeffrey Braden, Richeleen Dashield, Tracey Ray, Joanne G. Woodard
   RaJade M. Berry-James, Moderator

Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   The Raleigh Promise: Increasing Educational Opportunity and Success of Disadvantaged  
   Urban Youth
   Jose A. Picart, Paula Moten-Tolson, Angie Wright, Royce Hathcock

6:00 PM - 8:30 PM Welcome Reception - Harvest Grill   

Thursday, June 6, 2013

7:30 AM - 8:00 AM Continental Breakfast - Roosevelt Room

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM Registration & Information Desk Open - Washington Room Entrance Area

8:30 AM - 9:15 AM Keynote Address - Roosevelt Room 
   H. George Frederickson, Ph.D., Distinguished Professor, 
   Department of Public Administration, University of Kansas, Lawrence and 
   President Emeritus, Eastern Washington University

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM Concurrent Session C

Washington Room Panel 1
   The Inequity in Education of African American Males
   Clinton Robinson, Derrick Byrd, Janet Johnson, Keith Sutton 
   Marvin Connelly, Moderator

Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   (Featured Panel) Local Nonprofits: Community Commitments and Research Needs
   Focus: How are they committed to community needs? What are their research needs?
   Alan Winstead, Executive Director,  Meals on Wheels of Wake County
   Beth Briggs, Executive Director, NC Council for Women,  
   NC Department of Administration
   Wendy L. Greene, Director, North Carolina Prisoner Legal Services,  
   Incarcerated Youth Advocacy Project
   Dana Boole, President & Chief Executive Officer,  
   Community Affordable Housing Coalition
   Larry Wooten, President, North Carolina Farm Bureau
   Eileen Hannan, Moderator

Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   Social Myths and Public Policy: How Social Myths Impact Legislation, Health Outcomes  
   and Community Well-Being   
   Sarah DeYoung, Candalyn Rade, Kiersten Johnson, John Strange

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM  Concurrent Session D

Washington Room Panel 1
   Reading the Fine Print:  Analyzing Recent Legislative Impacts on Minority Communities in  
   Virginia
   Daphne Bryan, Ashley Chapman, Robert Mayfield 
   Susan T. Gooden, Moderator 
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Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   Homelessness in Wake County: Barriers and Risks
   Emily Nwakpuda, Suzie Mwarabu, K. L. Thigpen, Beth Bordeaux, Kevin Cromwell

Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   Same-Sex Marriage Coalitions and the 501(c)(4) Strategic Organization   
   John Strange

   Public Sector Infrastructure and Social Equity in the Implementation and Enforcement of  
   LGBT Rights      
   Kris Norman-Major

   Nonprofit Board Governance: Challenges of Inclusivity and Voice    
   Jessica Katz Jameson  
   An Intergenerational Perspective of Liberatory Acts of Resistance and Community  
   Engagement around Health and Well-Being in African American Females   
   Jameta N. Barlow

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM Luncheon and Networking Session - Roosevelt Room 

2:15 PM - 3:30 PM  Concurrent Session E

Washington Room Panel 1
   Public Parks and Squares: An Opportunity for Increased Social Equity Research  
   Emily B. McCartha

   An Ontological Approach to Social Equity in Education    
   Michael Zhang, T. Jameson Brewer 

   Theories, Issues and Perspectives in Social Equity      
   Mitchell Rice

Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   The Effects of Ethnic Diversity and Economic Conditions on Enactment of English-Only  
   Laws in the United States
   Andrew I. E. Ewoh, Augustine Hammond

   But You Look Like Me:  Issues of Assimilation and Social Equity in the U.S. Virgin Islands 
   Kula A. Francis 

   What About the Children? Continuing the Community Conversation About Children of  
   Incarcerated Parents        
   Melissa Radcliff      
   Carolina del Norte and the New South: Social Work Practice with New Latino Immigrant  
   Communities   
   Arianna Taboada, Lisa de Saxe Zerden, Quentin Joshua Hinson 

Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   North Carolina Innocence Inquiry Commission: Duties, Virtues, Principles, and Consequences 
   Susan Camilleri

   The Effect of Local-level Culture on Prison Reentry     
   Leon A. Harris III, Mark S. Fleisher 

   The Leadership Framework for Decision Making:  Susceptibility to Toxic Individuality  
   Kenny A. Hendrickson
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3:45 PM - 5:00 PM  Concurrent Session F

Washington Room Panel 1

   Relevance of Affirmative Action: An Examination of Competing Perspectives   
   Charlie Williams

   Fostering Equity Through the Development of a Democratic Workplace    
   Tim Hatcher, Tina Irvine 
   Improving Equity in Education through STEM Career Readiness and Access to Opportunities  
   Janet Johnson

Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   Getting the Job Done: The Value of Social Equity Toolkits
   Susan T. Gooden

   Mobilizing Local Assets to Strengthen Rural Communities: The Vital Role of Community  
   Philanthropy in Building Social, Economic and Political Capital    
   Pearl K. Ford Dowe

   Social Equity, Social Justice, and Systems Theory in the Administrative State: The Case of Energy   
   Policy     
   Lenneal Henderson

   An Effective Nonprofit Board:  Roles, Responsibilities, Recruitment and Orientation   
   Ruth A. Peebles  
 
Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   HMIS: Data Collection Efforts in the Homeless Service Sector     
   Cara Robinson

   The Affordable Care Act: A look at Immigrants and Mental Health Care Policy  
   Katherine Ngaruiya, Suzie Mwarabu

   Exercising Choice: An Evaluation of Equity in Developmental Disabilities Policy   
   Michael Andrew Walton 

7:00 PM   The NC Eugenics Project: “You Wouldn’t Expect” - Hunt Library, NC State University
   A bus will depart from the hotel at 6:30 pm to take participants to the Hunt Library on 
   Centennial Campus.

Friday, June 7, 2013

7:30 AM - 8:00 AM Continental Breakfast - Roosevelt Room

8:00 AM - 1:00 PM Registration & Information Desk Open - Washington Room Entrance Area

8:00 AM - 9:15 AM Concurrent Session G

Washington Room Panel 1
   Housing Reform in NYC
   Larry Terry

   The Changing Body Image of Aging Women in Black Greek Letter Organizations
   Eboni Baugh

   Health Equity and the Affordable Care Act:  Achieving the Goal of Realized Access?
   C. S. Cors 

Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   Implementing the New ASPA Code of Ethics with Special Emphasis on Social Equity
   James Svara, Blue Wooldridge, Susan T. Gooden, RaJade M. Berry-James
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Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   Neutralizing Social Inheritance in America Schools
   Wilbur C. Rich

   Criminal Records Background Checks in Employment: A Critical Economic 
   Development Issue
   Scott Nolen, New Jersey Institute for Social Justice  

   Factors that Contribute to Higher Education Employee Voluntary Turnover
   Jaehee Park

9:30 AM - 10: 45 AM  Concurrent Session H

Washington Room Panel 1
   Equity in Voting Accessibility
   Dohyeong Kim, Ronald G. Penny 

   Higher Education as a Mediator for Philanthropic Investment in an Urban Neighborhood:   
   Evidence of a Managed Ethic
   Elizabeth Hudson

   What Have We Done To Our Daughters? Maternity Leave - Policy and Practice
   Victoria Gordon 

Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   Separate but Equal: U.S. Civil Unions and Domestic Partnerships
   Lorenda A. Naylor, Heather Wyatt-Nichol, Blue Wooldridge, 
   Wallace Swan, contributing Faculty Member, Walden University

Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   Mi Esperanza: Hope for Women of Honduras
   Quinn Novels 

   Growing Pains:  Instituting Participatory Budgeting in America
   Marco Castillo 

   A Balancing Act: Governance Challenges in Balancing Efficiency and Social Equity Goals in   
   South African Municipal Government
   Ogochukwu Nzewi

11:00 AM - 12: 15 PM  Concurrent Session I

Washington Room Panel 1
   Voices from an Urban Wetland: Narratives, Vision, and Praxis
   Norman Camp, Craig Brookins, Sherry Graham, Jemonde Taylor, Robin Moore

Jefferson Room   Panel 2
   Moving Towards Environmental Justice
   Celeste Murphy Greene

   Using HBO’s The Wire to Teach Urban Issues
   Jocelyn D. Taliaferro, Christopher S. Toenes, Tia Sheree Gaynor 

   School Annexation and Consolidation in Arkansas: Examining Equity Issues Involved in the   
   Processes
   Linda Blake 

   Merit-Based, Lottery-Funded Scholarship in United States: Social Equity Implications
   Lindsey L. Evans
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Lincoln Room   Panel 3
   How to Create a Sustainable Nonprofit Strategic Plan
   Ruth A. Peebles

   Disproportionality of African-Americans in Public Child Welfare Services
   James Nordin, Linda Orrante, Karl Porter 

12: 45 PM - 1: 45 PM  Closing Plenary & Social Equity Awards Luncheon - Roosevelt Room
   Blue Wooldridge, Virginia Commonwealth University
   Susan T. Gooden, Virginia Commonwealth University
   Richard Mahoney, NC State University

2:00 PM - 5:00 PM  NASPAA Site Visitor Training - Roosevelt Room
   Crystal Calarusse, Chief Accreditation Officer, NASPAA
   RaJade M. Berry-James, 2012-14 COPRA Chair

Wagner

wagner.nyu.edu

PREPARING THE WORLD’S  

FUTURE PUBLIC SERVICE  

LEADERS TO CHAMPION  

SOCIAL JUSTICE, DIVERSITY,  

AND EQUITY.

Wagner

wagner.nyu.edu

PREPARING THE WORLD’S  

FUTURE PUBLIC SERVICE  

LEADERS TO CHAMPION  

SOCIAL JUSTICE, DIVERSITY,  

AND EQUITY.
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Your link to  
        research and resources  
                    for a healthier coast. 
 

 

•	  Water	  Quality	   •	  Coastal	  Law	  &	  Policy	   •	  Marine	  Fisheries	   •	  Waterfront	  Access	  

•	  Marine	  Education	   •	  Seafood	  Safety	  &	  Marketing	   •	  Healthy	  Ecosystems	   •	  Climate	  Adaptations	  

•	  Hazard	  Resiliency	   •	  Aquaculture	  &	  Mariculture	   •	  Community	  Development	   •	  Marine	  Enterprise	  

	  
	  

	  

	  

Main office at NC State in Raleigh:  919/515-2454  
 

Coastal Offices 

 Manteo:  252/475-3663 • Morehead City:  252/222-6307 • Wilmington:  910/962-2490 
 

 www.ncseagrant.org 	  
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Members get access to: 

 Professional development 

 Membership in special interest areas 
that match your professional needs 

 Network with peers in your                 
community and across the country 

 Discounts to national & regional       
conferences 

 New and emerging research in high 
ranked journals 

 Subscription to well-recognized journals 

 Opportunities to present at renowned 
conferences in the US and internation-
ally 

 Scholarships & awards 

ASPA is the premiere organization for 
individuals working in public service 

1301 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Suite 700 

Washington DC 20004 

SHOW YOU’RE SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR CAREER 
Join ASPA Today! 

Join online: www.aspanet.org 
Get your career moving ...  

info@aspanet.org 

202-585-4310 
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NASPAA is the association of 280 graduate programs in public policy, public affairs, and public 
administration, located across the U.S. and around the globe.  
 
NASPAA is the recognized accreditor of master's degree programs in 
the field; our accreditation Standards support the goals of the Social 
Equity Conference. 

 

 

 

NASPAA is honored to be a Sponsor of the 2013 Social Equity Leadership Conference 

NASPAA is pleased to offer three annual Awards in Social Equity, 
Diversity, and Social Justice Curriculum. The deadline is June 30; 

see www.naspaa.org for details! 
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Opening Plenary
Marc Holzer, Ph.D., Dean, Board of Governors Professor 
School of Public Affairs and Administration, Rutgers University - Newark 

“Networking as Both an Obstacle and an Opportunity for Building Social Capital”
Wednesday, June 5, 2013 • 1:00 pm to 2:30 pm • Roosevelt Room

Marc Holzer (MPA, Ph.D., University of Michigan) is Founding Dean of the School of Public 
Affairs and Administration and Board of Governors Professor of Public Affairs and Adminis-
tration at Rutgers University’s Newark Campus. He is a Fellow of the National Academy of 
Public Administration and of the World Academy of Productivity Science.

In 1975, he founded and has since directed the National Center for Public Performance. 
Dr. Holzer is also the founder and Editor-in-Chief of the journals Public Performance and 
Management Review and Public Voices, and is the co-founder/co-editor of the Chinese Public 
Administration Review. With the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, he has established the Public 

Performance Measurement and Reporting Network. His recent publications include Performance Measurement; 
Citizen-Driven Government Performance, the Public Productivity Handbook;Restoring Trust in Government: The 
Potential of Digital Citizen Participation, and Building Good Governance: Reforms in Seoul. He has published well 
over two hundred books, monographs, chapters and articles, and has raised over $20 million in external funding.

Dr. Holzer is a Past President of the American Society for Public Administration (ASPA) and is a recipient of several 
national and international awards in the field: the Dwight Waldo Award for outstanding contributions to the pro-
fessional literature of public administration over an extended career from ASPA, 2013; the Distinguished Research 
Award from the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration and the American Society for 
Public Administration, 2009; the Sweeney Academic Award from the International City Management Association, 
2005; ASPA’s Charles H. Levine Memorial Award for Demonstrated Excellence in Teaching, Research and Service to 
the Community, 2000 and the Donald Stone National ASPA Achievement Award, 1994; the Presidential Leadership 
Award of the Conference of Minority Public Administrators (2006); the National Association of Schools of Public 
Affairs and Administration Excellence in Teaching Award, 1998; the William and Frederick Mosher Award for Best 
Article by an Academician Appearing in the Public Administration Review, 2001 and the Joseph Wholey Distin-
guished Scholarship Award for Best Scholarly Publication in Performance-based Governance in a Public Administra-
tion Journal, 2001 (Co-Recipient for PAR and Wholey awards with Patria deLancer Julnes).

At Rutgers, he has received the University awards for Research (2001), Public Service (2002) and Human Dignity 
(2004). His international work has been recognized by the Senator Peter B. Boorsma Award (2002), the Presidential 
Citation of the American Society for Public Administration (2003), and the Chinese Public Administration Society 
Award for Excellence (2002). He directs the Memoranda of Understanding between ASPA and the United National 
Division of Public Administration and Public Economics, the Korean Association of Public Administration, the Chi-
nese Public Administration Society, and the European Group on Public Administration. He founded the Northeast 
Conference on Public Administration and several ASPA Sections on Korea, China and Humanities/Arts.

Opening Plenary and Keynote Address sponsored by:  NC State University Institute 
for Nonprofits,  Rutgers University-Newark School of Public Affairs and  

Administration, The Grace E. Harris Leadership Institute at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, and NC State University College of Humanities and Sciences
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Keynote Address
H. George Frederickson, Distinguished Professor 

Department of Public Administration, University of Kansas, Lawrence 
President Emeritus, Eastern Washington University

“Thick Social Equity”
Thursday June 6, 2013 • 8:30 am to 9:15 am • Roosevelt Room

H. George Frederickson, Ph.D., is a Distinguished Professor in the Department of Public Ad-
ministration at the University of Kansas, Lawrence and President Emeritus of  Eastern Wash-
ington University. He is a former John G. Winant Visiting Professor of American Government 
at Oxford University; Dean of the College of Public and Community Service at University of 
Missouri, Columbia; and Associate Dean for Policy and Administrative Studies at the School 
of Public and Environmental Affairs at Indiana University.

In 2007, Professor Frederickson received the Lifetime Contribution to Social Equity Award 
from the Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs of the Virginia Commonwealth 

University. He has served on the Board of Directors of the National Academy of Public Administration, as well as 
the Executive Committee and the Chair of the Membership Committee. In 2005, Professor Frederickson received 
the Irvin Youngberg Award in Recognition of Research Achievement in the Applied Sciences from the University of 
Kansas. The Public Management Research Association’s career award for research achievement in public manage-
ment has been named the H. George Frederickson Award for Career Contributions to Public Management Research.  
From March 1st until April 15th 2006, Professor Frederickson was in China where he was the guest of Fudan Uni-
versity in Shanghai, lecturing on public sector ethics as well as contemporary issues in public administration.

  
Office for Institutional  
Equity and Diversity 
(OIED)  
www.ncsu.edu/oied

 Multicultural  
Student Affairs

 www.ncsu.edu/msa

 African American  
Cultural Center 
www.ncsu.edu/aacc

 Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,  
and Transgender Center

 www.ncsu.edu/glbt 

 Women’s Center 
www.ncsu.edu/womens-center

Proudly sponsoring  
The 12th Annual Social Equity Leadership Conference  
at North Carolina State University equity & diversity

office for institutional
oied

We make NC State even better!
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Featured Panels

Gail Christopher is vice president for program strategy at the W. K. Kellogg Foundation in Battle Creek, Michigan. 
In this role, she serves on the executive team that provides overall direction and leadership for the Foundation.  She 
also leads the Food, Health and Well-Being, Racial Equity, Community and Civic Engagement and Leadership pro-
gramming. Prior to joining the Foundation, Gail was vice president of the Joint Center for Political and Economic 
Studies’ Office of Health, Women and Families in Washington, D.C.

In the next two years, under the leadership of Damon Circosta, the A. J. Fletcher Foundation will focus on endeav-
ors intended to level the playing field for more of North Carolina’s citizens – and especially children – to achieve 
success. These include increased support of early childhood education, use of new media to help citizens be aware 
of and involved with government issues that affect them, and an expansion of AJF’s East Durham Project. Previous-
ly, Circosta led the North Carolina Center for Voter Education, a non-profit dedicated to improving the electoral 
process.

James Gore joined the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation in February 2009, where he is responsible for the Social 
Justice and Equity focus area. He works with grantees on a wide range of issues such as civil and human rights, 
anti-death penalty and criminal justice reform, immigration, race relations and racial equity, women’s reproductive 
rights, sexual assault, domestic violence, and adolescent pregnancy. James also spent eight years with the Win-
ston-Salem Foundation as a program officer and donor services officer.

Stacy Parker-Fisher joined Oak Foundation in May of 2009. She has been a teacher for students with learning dif-
ferences for 13 years, a pediatric faculty member at the Southern Illinois University School of Medicine, consultant 
to Chicago and St. Louis public schools and an international educational consultant prior to joining Oak Founda-
tion.

“Institute for Nonprofits: Our Foundation Focus” 
Wednesday, June 5, 2013 • 2:45 pm • Lincoln Room 

“Local Nonprofits: Community Commitments and Research Needs”
Thursday, June 6, 2013 • 9:45 am • Jefferson Room

Session sponsored by:  NC State University Institute for Nonprofits 

Dana Boole is the President and CEO of Community Affordable House Equity Corporation (CAHEC). CAHEC 
is a nonprofit equity provider operating in ten southeastern and Mid-Atlantic States. CAHEC works with partners 
to address the nation’s growing shortage of affordable housing by providing households earning 60% or less of the 
area median income with safe and quality rental housing. CAHEC has raised and committed more than $1.2 billion 
toward the development of over 19,000 units of affordable housing.

Beth Briggs is a key player in North Carolina’s nonprofit sector and a catalyst for women’s philanthropy.  Briggs 
served as executive director of the NC Council for Women, which aims to raise awareness of the current status 
of women in the state and of the importance of helping women become physically safe and financially secure. As 
founder and principal of Creative Philanthropy, Briggs worked to help donors and foundations hone their grant-
making goals and strategies and helped start eight women’s funds and women’s giving circles that have granted 
millions of dollars to nonprofits serving women and children.
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Wendy Greene serves as director of the Incarcerated Youth Advocacy Project (IYAP) of North Carolina Legal 
Services, Inc. IYAP represents juveniles in the custody of the North Carolina Department of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention and advocates for children whose sentences may have been wrongly imposed, and inves-
tigates and represents children on claims relating to conditions of their confinement, such as education, healthcare 
and sexual abuse.  

Alan Winstead serves as executive director of Meals on Wheels of Wake County. Meals on Wheels of Wake County 
serves 1,300 noontime meals every weekday to the elderly, homebound and persons with disabilities of Wake Coun-
ty. Meals are served in three separate processes: the first is hot meals to homebound individuals, the second is hot 
meals to seniors in congregate dining rooms, and the third is frozen meals to dialysis patients and other homebound 
individuals who live in isolated areas of Wake County. 

Larry Wooten grew up on a small farm in Pender County. Wooten has spent 22 years in partnership with his 
brother in a diversified tobacco and grain operation. As a farmer himself, Wooten offers unique insight around 
immigration reform and farming issues  He joined the staff of the North Carolina Farm Bureau in March of 1994, 
serving as Assistant to the President until his election as President in December 1999.  He serves as President of the 
North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation, the North Carolina Farm Bureau Insurance Companies, and all affiliated 
corporations.

Session sponsored by:  NC State University Institute for Nonprofits 

Preparing leaders who
think strategically,

act with integrity,

and serve with commitment.

Visit www.mpa.unc.edu to learn more.
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Conference Highlights
Welcome Reception and Social Equity Meet and Greet 
Wednesday, June 5, 2013 • 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm • Roosevelt Room 
Please join us on Wednesday evening for an opportunity to 
meet fellow conference attendees.

Social Equity Play: The NC Eugenics  
Project – “You Wouldn’t Expect” 
A play by Marilynn Barner Anselmi
Hunt Library Auditorium, NC State  
University • Thursday, June 6, 2013  
Buses depart from the hotel at 6:30 pm 
Between the early 1930s and the mid 1970s, the North 
Carolina Eugenics Program oversaw the forced sterilization 
of more than 7,600 individuals.  Though it began as a way to 
protect the severely mentally and physically disabled, by the 
1950s and 60s, the program disproportionately targeted poor 
black women.  You Wouldn’t Expect recounts the experiences 
of four of those victims.

Closing Awards Luncheon:  
Wilder School Award for Scholarship  
in  Equity and Public Policy Analysis 
Friday, June 7, 2013 • 12:45 pm  

Roosevelt Room 
The L. Douglas  Wilder School of Government and Pub-
lic Affairs at Virginia Commonwealth University seeks to 
encourage and recognize excellence in scholarship in social 
equity and public policy. The Wilder School Award for 
Scholarship in Social Equity and Public Policy Analysis is 
given for exemplary published scholarly articles that will 
advance the understanding and consequences of social equi-
ty. The first Wilder School Award for Scholarship in Social 
Equity Analysis and Public Policy Analysis was presented 
at the 6th Annual Social Equity Leadership Conference in 
Richmond, Virginia co-sponsored by the National Academy 
of Public Administration (the Academy) and the L. Douglas 
Wilder School of government and Public Affairs at Virginia 
Commonwealth University. This initial award was given to 
honor the lifetime achievements of Professors H. George 
Frederickson and Philip J. Rutledge to the understanding of 
social equity. The 2013 Wilder Award will be presented by 
Dr. Blue Wooldridge, DPA, Chair of the NAPA Standing 
Panel on Social Equity and Governance.
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Presenters
12th  Annual NAPA Social Equity  Leadership Conference

Anselmi, Marilynn B. 5, 20
Barlow, Jameta  10
Baugh, Eboni  11
Baxter, Sheri  8
Berry-James, RaJade M. 8, 9,   
   11, 13
Blake, Linda  12
Boole, Dana  9, 18
Bordeaux, Beth  10
Braden, Jeffrey  8, 9
Brewer, T. Jameson 10
Briggs, Beth  9, 18
Brookins, Craig  8, 12
Bryan, Daphne  9
Byrd, Derrick  9
Calarusse, Crystal  13
Camilleri, Susan  10
Camp, Norman  12
Castillo, Marco  12
Castillo, Jennifer  8
Chapman, Ashley  9
Christopher, Gail  8, 18
Circosta, Damon  8, 18
Cofield-Poole, Brittney 8
Connelly, Marvin  9
Cors, C. S.  11
Cromwell, Kevin  10
Dashield, Richeleen 9
de Saxe Zerden, Lisa 10
DeShields, Eric  8
DeYoung, Sarah  9
Dillard, Krystina  8
Dowe, Pearl K. Ford 11
Evans, Lindsey L.  12
Ewoh, Andrew I. E.  10
Fleisher, Mark S.  10
Foster, Christina  8
Francis, Kula A.  10
Frederickson, H. George 9, 17
Gaynor, Tia Sheree 12
Gooden, Susan T.  9, 11 (2),
   13
Gore, James  8, 18
Gordon, Victoria  12
Graham, Sherry  12

Greene, Wendy L.  9, 19
Greene, Celeste Murphy 12
Hammond, Augustine 10 
Hannan, Eileen  9 
Harris III, Leon A. 10 
Hatcher, Tim  11
Hathcock, Royce  9
Henderson, Lenneal 11
Hendrickson, Kenny A. 10
Hibbets, Jason  8 
Hinson, Quentin Joshua 10
Holzer, Marc   8, 16
Hudson, Elizabeth 12
Irvine, Tina  11
Jameson, Jessica Katz 10
Johnson, Janet  9, 11
Johnson, Kiersten  9
Kim, Dohyeong  12
Mahoney, Richard  13
Matson, Amanda  8
Mayfield, Robert  9
McCartha, Emily  10
Moore, Robin  12
Moten-Tolson, Paula 9
Mwarabu, Suzie  10, 11
Myers, David  8
Naylor, Lorenda  8, 12
Ngaruiya, Katherine 11
Nolen, Scott  12
Nordin, James  13
Norman-Major, Kris 10
Novels, Quinn  12
Nwakpuda, Emily  10
Nzewi, Ogochukwu 12
Orrante, Linda  13
Park, Jaehee  12
Parker-Fisher, Stacey 8, 18
Peebles, Ruth A.  11, 13
Penny, Ronald  12
Picart, Jose  9
Porter, Karl  13
Radcliff, Melissa  10
Rade, Candalyn  9
Ray, Tracey  8, 9
Rice, Mitchell  10

Rich, Wilbur C.  12
Robinson, Cara  11 
Robinson, Clinton 9
Seabrook, Renita L. 8
Strange, John  9, 10 
Sutton, Keith  9 
Svara, James  11
Swan, Wallace  12
Taboada, Arianna  10
Taliaferro, Jocelyn D. 12 
Taylor, Jemonde   12
Terry, Larry  11
Thigpen, K. L.  10
Toenes, Christoper S. 12
Tschirhart, Mary  8 
Walton, Michael  11
Williams, Charlie  11
Williams, Brian N. 8
Winstead, Alan  9, 19
Wiseman, Angela  8
Woodard, Joanne G. 9
Wooldridge, Blue  11, 12,
   13
Wooten, Larry  9, 19
Wright, Angie  9
Wyatt-Nichol, Heather 8, 12
Zhang, Michael  10

Special thanks to the Conference  
Planning Committee:

Beeninga, Toy
Camilleri, Susie
Dawes, Hayden
Giddens, Wendy
Gooden, Susan T.
Morgan, Garry
Ortega, Ramona
Novels, Quinn
Snively, Elizabeth
Van Buskirk, Kristina
Waters, LaShica
Wooldridge, Blue
Young, Teresa
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Sara Sabaliauskas 
Class of 2013 
Master of Public Administration 
Student Government Graduate Class Senator 

UNO graduate degrees in Public Administration:

Master of Public Administration (on campus or online)

Master of Public Administration-Master of Science  
in Management Information Systems (dual degree)

Master of Public Administration-Master of Social Work  
(dual degree)

Master of Science in Urban Studies

Doctor of Philosophy in Public Administration

Certificate in Public Management

Did you know?

According to U.S. News & World Report:

• UNO’s MPA Program is ranked #33 overall

• Public Budgeting & Finance is ranked #6

• Information Technology is ranked #6

• Nonprofit Management is ranked #11

• City Management is ranked #14

• Public Management is ranked #21

UNO’s MPA Program is the only NASPAA accredited program 
in Nebraska.

25% of UNO’s School of Public Administration faculty are 
NAPA fellows.

spa.unomaha.edu | facebook.com/unospa | 402-554-2625

CONNECT WITH  
WHAT’S NEXT
IN PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION.

UNO SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION



“Our society has reached a point where its progress and even its survival depend on our  
ability to organize the complex and to do the unusual.”

~ James Webb, former NASA Administrator and a Principal Founder of the National Academy ~

The National Academy of Public Administration was created to help public sector leaders meet the important 
and varied management challenges of today and anticipate those of the future. Chartered by Congress as an 
independent, non-partisan organization, the National Academy undertakes its important work on behalf of the 
public sector by anticipating, evaluating, analyzing and making recommendations on the nation’s most critical 
and complex public management, governance, policy and operational challenges. Through the trusted and 
experienced leaders that comprise its more than 752 Fellows and direct its projects and services, the Academy 
improves the quality, performance and accountability of government.

Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance

Blue Wooldridge, Panel Chair

The Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance focuses on issues of fairness, justice, and equity in a variety 
of public contexts, including, but not limited to:

 •  Education
     •  Policing
     •  Welfare
     •  Housing
     •  Transportation

Early in its development this Standing Panel developed the following definition of social equity:

“The fair, just and equitable management of all institutions serving the public directly or by contract; 
the fair, just and equitable distribution of public services and implementation of public policy; and 
the commitment to promote fairness, justice, and equity in the formation of public policy.”

This Panel addresses multiple facets of social equity in governance, serving to advance research and create a 
resource for researchers, students, scholars, and public administrators.

 
www.napawash.org
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Abstracts (ordered by topic and presentation time)

At-Risk Communities, including Immigrants

But You Look Like Me:  Issues of Assimilation and Social Equity in the U.S. Virgin Islands, Kula A. Francis, 
Thursday 2:15 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: Nationally, the general assumption is that unfair treatment in areas of social services was based largely on 
physical differences, namely race.  The Civil Rights Movement was instrumental in putting some of these wrongs to 
an end.   This current research examines the local problems of social equity in the small community of the Virgin 
Islands.  The conclusion highlights the role of national and local policies in satisfying the legal and social responsibil-
ities of the Virgin Islands.  This presentation also looks at the equity challenges ahead for leaders and policy makers 
in the Virgin Islands. 

Carolina del Norte and the New South: Social Work Practice with New Latino Immigrant Communities, 
Arianna Taboada, Lisa de Saxe Zerden, Quentin Joshua Hinson, Thursday 2:15 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: Migrants represent 2.9% of the total world population, translating to 185-192 million people. One out 
of every ten of these migrants was born in Latin America and/or the Caribbean (World Bank, 2008). As a state 
university charged with seeking solutions to local issues, students and faculty at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill (UNC) School of Social Work are focused on meeting the needs of this burgeoning population through 
improved research, practice, and concrete policy recommendations.  This presentation outlines the history of social 
workers engaging with immigrant communities, and argues that the social work profession brings strengths and 
unique skills to address NC’s Latino immigrant population. 

The Effects of Ethnic Diversity and Economic Conditions on Enactment of English-Only Laws in the United 
States, Andrew I. E. Ewoh, Augustine Hammond, Thursday 2:15 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: English only laws (EOLs) mandate government employees to conduct business in English only. The 
purpose of this paper is to assess whether or not rates of unemployment and levels of ethnic diversity impact states 
adopting EOLs.  We deployed logistic regression on 882 cases of cross-sectional time series data collected from 49 
of the 50 contiguous states over the period 1990 through 2007.  Our results indicate that economic conditions and 
ethnic diversity impact adoption of EOLs.   

What About the Children? Continuing the Community Conversation About Children of Incarcerated  
Parents, Melissa Radcliff, Thursday 2:15 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: Our Children’s Place will share with participants what they learned from hosting a statewide symposium 
on children of incarcerated parents in early 2012, two follow-up community conversations in June, and a panel with 
incarcerated mothers in late October. These events were held to discuss a state strategy for serving children of incar-
cerated parents, engage advocates in a dialogue about advancing policy supporting children of incarcerated parents, 
and identify new ways to partner and collaborate  to better meet the needs of children of  incarcerated parents. The 
presenter will also provide an update on the plans to conduct focus groups with children of incarcerated parents to 
ensure that their voices are heard.
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The Affordable Care Act: A look at Immigrants and Mental Health Care Policy, Katherine Ngaruiya, Suzie Mwara-
bu, Thursday 3:45 pm; Panel 3

Abstract: In recent years, global changes account for unprecedented movements of individuals crossing borders in search 
of better lives, opportunities and conditions. However, migration is a stressful experience that affects the well being and 
functioning of immigrants. Immigrants in the United States fall under a number of classifications; legal immigrants, 
political asylees, refugees and of course illegal immigrants and they all struggle with transitioning to the United States. 
This paper seeks to delve into the state or lack thereof of mental health care policy pertaining to immigrant populations 
in light of the new administration changes.

At-Risk Communities, including Immigrants
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Education

An Analysis of the Feasibility of a Universal Early Childhood Education System, Sheri M Baxter, Wednesday 2:45 
pm; Panel 1

Abstract: Early childhood education (ECE) programs in the U.S. are limited and inequitable; many are unlicensed. These 
inadequacies strain family and community capacity and negatively affect educational performance.  The purpose of the 
study was to define ECE policy, evaluate its infrastructure, and determine the feasibility of implementing universal ECE.  
Findings included the identification of gaps between current and necessary ECE policies and programs, the redesign that 
is needed, obstacles to redesigning the ECE system, and resources required to implement a federally funded, universally 
accessible ECE program. The implications for social change include the improvement of ECE programs to increase edu-
cational performance in the U.S., benefit families, and strengthen community capacity and economies. 

Literacy & Social Justice Youth Development, Angela Wiseman, David Myers, Eric DeShields, Jennifer Castillo, 
Christina Foster (Moderator), Krystina Dillard (Moderator), Wednesday 2:45 pm; Panel 1

Abstract: Join the discussion about research and theory to practice opportunities that explore children’s literature as a tool 
to promote diversity awareness in elementary-age children and university level students. Children are less likely to engage 
in reading when characters similar to themselves are not represented in the books they read. The Read to L.E.A.D. 
(Learn. Engage. Ask. Do.) program, sponsored by the NC State University Women’s Center, seeks to promote gender 
equity and social justice in our local community by offering a literature selection that matches the diverse cultural popu-
lation of our community in a relationship-based mentoring program. Literacy, diversity, and gender equity are promoted 
by using literature that positively portrays myriad components of diversity and allows space for mentors and mentees to 
have safe, reflective conversations about diversity and equity.

Promising Practices, Best Practices and Breakthrough Practices, Jeff Braden, Richeleen Dashield, Tracey Ray,  Joanne 
Woodard, RaJade Berry-James (Moderator), Wednesday 4:15 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: This panel is focused on developing and understanding practices of inclusion in higher education.  Inclusion is 
defined as “the active, intentional, and ongoing engagement with diversity - in the curriculum, in the co-curriculum, and 
in communities (intellectual, social, cultural, geographical) with which individuals might connect - in ways that increase 
awareness, content knowledge, cognitive sophistication, and empathic understanding of the complex ways individuals in-
teract within systems and institution” (AAC&U, 2009, ¶ 3). The practice of inclusion involves intentional ways in which 
the university supports learning, discovery and engagement for all members of the community.  Panelists will discuss the 
intellectual benefits of an intentional, inclusive community.

The Raleigh Promise: Increasing Educational Opportunity and Success of Disadvantaged Urban Youth, Jose A 
Picart, Paula Moten-Tolson, Angie Wright, Royce Hathcock, Wednesday 4:15 pm; Panel 3

Abstract: The Raleigh Colleges and Community Collaborative has a goal is to double the number of Raleigh low-income 
youth, often with multiple disadvantages, who achieve a postsecondary credential and living-wage employment by 2025. 
This is a community-wide effort because the community as a whole benefits when our residents have the education they 
need for future success - as community leaders, productive employees and engaged citizens. We call this commitment 
The Raleigh Promise. It is supported by the six colleges and universities in Raleigh: Meredith College, N.C. State Uni-
versity, St. Augustine’s College, Shaw University, Wake Technical Community College and William Peace University. The 
panel, representing the leadership of the Collaborative from local colleges, community groups, public school system, and 
participating students, will describe the processes used to establish and initially fund this Collaborative by the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation.

The Inequity in Education of African American Male, Marvin Connelly, Clinton Robinson, Derrick Byrd, Janet 
Johnson, Keith Sutton, Thursday 9:30 am; Panel 1

Abstract: This panel discusses strategies for raising achievement and eliminating gaps in education.  Specifically, panelists 
will discuss the disparity in access to advanced and honors courses in K-12 education.  Disparities in over-representation 
of minorities in special education and disparities in over-representation of minorities in suspensions will be examined and 
strategies to overcome these disparities will be discussed.
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An Ontological Approach to Social Equity in Education, Michael Zhang, T. Jameson Brewer, Thursday 2:15 pm; 
Panel 1

Abstract: Although philosophy as a whole has made many important contributions to the field of education, the branch 
of ontology has relatively little to show.  In this paper, I attempt to sketch some possible contributions of ontology—the 
study of what is fundamentally real—to education.  I argue that ontology would provide a new framework and language 
for proponents of social equity in education that will help them communicate their positions more convincingly and that 
a relational ontology can be invoked to support arguments for social equity in education.  I conclude by offering some 
cautions to educational leaders and policy-makers who might entertain this framework.

Theories, Issues and Perspectives in Social Equity, Mitchell Rice, Thursday 2:15 pm; Panel 1

Abstract:  Dr. Rice will moderate the panel and will guide discussion around the multiple dimensions of social equity.

Neutralizing Social Inheritance in America’s Schools, Wilbur C. Rich, Friday 8:00 am; Panel 3

Abstract: This paper examines how cultural capital permeates the school experience and what can be done to make the 
classroom more class neutral. Childrearing, class position, and school readiness are linked to school achievement. Cultur-
ally enriched children get richer culturally and those who are culturally poor are more challenged academically in school. 
Pierre Bourdieu called this transfer of cultural capital the “reproduction process.” Families and schools unwittingly repli-
cate existing class positions, albeit with some exceptions. Poor African American families are often unaware of the social 
damage they are inflicting on their children. Most poor parents expect the schools to compensate for their cultural capital 
deficits. Research shows that schools do not always succeed. The paper also explores how social inheritance of affluent 
children can be neutralized in the classroom.

School Annexation and Consolidation in Arkansas: Examining Equity Issues Involved in the Processes, Linda 
Blake, Friday 11:00 am; Panel 2

Abstract: The presentation examines the impact of Act 60, the School District Reorganization Act, on two rural and 
impoverished school districts in Arkansas with student populations nearing 350 students. Act 60 legislation required that 
school districts with less than 350 students annex or consolidate with nearby school districts in order to survive.

Education
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Environmental Protection

Voices from an Urban Wetland: Narratives, Vision, and Praxis, Norman Camp, Craig Brookins, Sherry Graham, 
Jemonde Taylor, Robin Moore, Friday 11:00 am; Panel 1

Abstract: How did an environmentally neglected section of Raleigh become a rallying point for promoting environmental 
protection, education, and sustainable community development? What visions do those who have been involved with the 
development of the wetland hold for its future? How do they envision their local university helping to make that vision 
a reality through town-gown collaboration? Within historically African American and economically depressed southeast 
Raleigh, there exists a natural wetland habitat, which has become the focus of community development efforts.  The 
Intellectual Entrepreneurship Committee of the College of Arts and Social Sciences (CHASS) at NC State University 
has been exploring  ways in which it might   facilitate local community development  for enduring constructive social 
change, by incorporating the “voices” of “people on the ground” into policy formation. This panel provides a forum for 
those voices to be heard.

Moving Towards Environmental Justice, Celeste Murphy Greene, Friday 11:00 am; Panel 2

Abstract: This paper provides an overview of the environmental justice movement and examines the status of the move-
ment today.  The presentation includes the major achievements, setbacks, and challenges of the movement.  Federal, 
state, and local environmental justice issues will be discussed.  Several case studies are used.
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Health

Social Myths and Public Policy: How Social Myths Impact Legislation, Health Outcomes and Community 
Well-Being, Sarah DeYoung, Candalyn Rade, Kiersten Johnson, John Strange, Thursday 9:30 am; Panel 3

Abstract: Sub-topics will include social myths about victims in disasters, myths about rape victims (the just-world 
hypothesis critique), myths about social welfare programs, and how these myths contribute to lack of cohesion between 
political parties, policy makers, and other stakeholders.  Areas in health myths include: masculinity and health, homo-
sexuality and sex education, beauty and health, and other controversial topics (such as the idea that breastfeeding is 
anti-feminist). The main goal of this presentation is to explore how social myths are “started” and disseminated, whether 
there is any positive value to social myths, and deciding “what is the role of a community psychologist when evaluating 
social myths?”  This topic is inspired by Representative Todd Akin’s comment on legitimate rape.  How do these social 
myths “spread” and what is their potential harm? What role do social myths pay in agenda setting and group mobiliza-
tion  Can social myths shape public policy? What changes need to be made in addressing social myths for public health 
concerns? 

An Intergenerational Perspective of Liberatory Acts of Resistance and Community Engagement around Health 
and Well-Being in African American Females, Jameta N. Barlow, Thursday 3:45 pm; Panel 1

Abstract: African Americans are misdiagnosed and under-treated for depression, due to what researchers suggest are lega-
cies of secrets, lies and shame originating from slavery; and perceptions of weakness. Only 12 percent of African Ameri-
can females seek help/treatment; yet many have major commitments to family/community; and are subjected to negative 
self-representations in the media. This can result in minimal self-care; unhealthy body images; and other co-morbidities. 
This paper discusses a Womanist approach to engaging in an emancipatory vision around health and well-being in 
African American females. Recommendations for intersectional approaches, liberatory acts of resistance and community 
engagement are considered.

The Changing Body Image of Aging Women in Black Greek Letter Organizations, Eboni Baugh, Friday 8:00 am; 
Panel 1

Abstract: Body image was examined in a sample of women who are members of a Black Greek Letter Organization 
(BGLO).  Although the mean age of the sample was 35, women as old as 70 reported dissatisfaction with some parts of 
their bodies and certain bodily functions.  Body image was found to be influenced by current marital status, relationship 
with mother, and level of ethnic identification.

Health Equity and the ACA:  Achieving the Goal of Realized Access?, C. S. Cors, Friday 8:00 am; Panel 1

Abstract: The Affordable Care Act (ACA) when fully implemented in 2014, will provide health insurance coverage to 
millions of previously uninsured Americans through state health insurance exchanges, and in states that elect to expand 
Medicaid under the ACA, expansion of Medicaid to childless adults.   Disparate impact of the law may occur in at 
least two ways:  some states may not elect to expand Medicaid, and in states that do expand Medicaid, there may not 
be enough physicians who will see new Medicaid patients.  State Medicaid agencies bear the important responsibility 
of ensuring access to primary care physicians for all new Medicaid patients.  This paper discusses ways to get to better 
state-level estimates of physician supply and makes recommendations for how policymakers might respond to issues of 
physician supply in order for new Medicaid patients to realize access.
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Higher Education

Improving Equity in Education through STEM Career Readiness and Access to Opportunities, Janet Johnson, 
Thursday 3:45; Panel 1

Abstract: The presentation “Improving Equity in Education through STEM Career Readiness and Access to Opportuni-
ties” will focus on the sea change in education due to Race to the Top, the Common Core, increased accountability and 
the demand for more equity in education. Dr. Janet Johnson, founder and CEO of EDSTAR Analytics, has designed 
curricula for and taught mathematics to K12 and college-level students. Dr. Johnson has been conducting educational 
research for over a decade. She has conducted both small and large scale program evaluations to identify effective prac 
tices for twenty years, including the evaluation of many STEM programs. She is a proponent of equity in education for 
all, and has worked tirelessly to help North Carolina school districts ensure all students have access to rigorous STEM 
coursework.

Factors that Contribute to Higher Education Employee Voluntary Turnover, Jaehee Park, Friday 8:00 am; Panel 3

Abstract: My study seeks to provide an empirical understanding of the causes of turnover in higher education, by testing 
some frequently hypothesized predictors on a large sample of employees at Virginia Commonwealth University. This 
study could reveal interesting findings which add to our understanding of the employee turnover process in institutions 
of higher education and provide practical guidelines for university administrators. The findings could offer important 
insight into designing workplace diversity policies that could improve organizational performance.

Merit-Based, Lottery-Funded Scholarship in United States:  Social Equity Implications, Lindsey L. Evans, Friday 
11:00 am; Panel 2

Abstract: Merit-based, lottery-funded scholarships for post-secondary education began in the United States in 1991.  
Since then, fifteen other states have followed suit creating a merit-based post-secondary scholarship program funded, 
at least in part, by each state’s lottery revenues.  Using a social equity lens, this research will examine the impact mer-
it-based, lottery funded scholarship programs have had on the overall educational attainment within individual states and 
regions of the country.     Using data from the US Census Bureau and various sources of administrative data, this research 
will examine social equity dimensions of these state programs.  This research will evaluate the programs by examining 
the following criteria: (1) are these programs providing greater access higher education; (2) what impact(s) are these 
programs having on the academic performance of the students within these program states; and (3) are these scholarship 
programs positively impacting the overall educational attainment within these states.  Important public policy implica-
tions for these merit-based scholarship programs are expected to emerge.

Using HBO’s The Wire to Teach Urban Issues, Jocelyn D. Taliaferro, Christopher S. Toenes, Tia Sheree Gaynor, Friday 
11:00 am; Panel 2

Abstract: Social welfare portrayals in the media have largely been negative and demoralizing.  All too often social work 
and social welfare are seen as part of society’s problems rather than solutions.  In an economic and social environment of 
intolerance, economic bifurcation, and redacting of the social safety net, it is imperative that citizens have an awareness 
of the complexity of social problems and therefore the need for nuanced social welfare policy responses.  While many 
citizens are seeking a silver bullet solution to problems of central cities, they simply do not exist.  Because most citizens 
are not and cannot be exposed to the complexity of social problems in an intimate way, the HBO miniseries The Wire 
is used as the “fishbowl” in which students can get this exposure.  Issues of power, cultural competency, diversity, ethical 
practice, social justice, and critical thinking are considered within the context of The Wire. This project examines the 
impact of this pedagogical method in Social Work and Public Administration Classrooms.
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Housing

Social Equity, Social Justice, and Systems Theory in the Administrative State, Lenneal Henderson, Thursday 3:45 
pm; Panel 2

Abstract: This paper commends the increase in theories of social equity, social justice, and administrative justice. Howev-
er, using energy policy as a case study, the paper proposes a more in-depth linkage of systems theory to social equity and 
social justice theories. As a complex case, energy policy involves global, national, regional, and local policy issues as well 
as constituting a core component of policy issue networks involving economics, public finance, transportation, housing 
and community development, and environmental policy. Moreover, federal, state, and local energy-related policies and 
agencies are active in energy policy and management, including such distributive and redistributive strategies as public 
utility regulation, weatherization of homes and businesses, energy tax credits for appliance and transport efficiency, and 
small and minority business development. The Office of Minority Impact and Diversity (OMID), a part of the U.S. 
Department of Energy, is mandated to assess the socioeconomic impact of energy supply and prices on minorities. Con-
sequently, systems theory helps to frame and assess the social equity and social justice aspects dimensions of energy policy 
by directing empirical attention to: a) How socioeconomic differences attributable to structural economic inequities
retard the entire socioeconomic structure of the U.S. household sector; b) How institutional dimensions of energy 
demand reveal social inequities and justice issues driven by historical patterns of discrimination and segregation; c) How 
spatial dynamics such as urban-suburban-rural demographic and economic activity structure variations in energy supply, 
demand and cost; and d)What policy and administrative interventions have been, and are, evident to address these socio-
economic and institutional variations. The paper synthesizes nearly twenty years of socioeconomic analysis conducted by
David Poyer, Arvind Teotia, and Lenneal Henderson at the Argonne National Laboratory. 

Homelessness in Wake County: Barriers and Risks, Emily Nwakpuda, Suzie Mwarabu, K. L. Thigpen, Beth  
Bordeaux, Kevin Cromwell, Thursday 11:00 AM; Panel 2  

Abstract: Homelessness is a condition where individuals find themselves on the streets without shelter or are insecure 
about their ability to maintain consistent adequate shelter. Studies have concluded that lack of affordable housing is a 
barrier to obtaining shelter. This panel will seek to shed light on barriers to accessing shelter in Wake County, capacity 
challenges in meeting the diverse needs of homeless populations as well as policies in place that play a role in both solving 
and restricting access to shelter. 

Exercising Choice: An Evaluation of Equity in Developmental Disabilities Policy, Michael Andrew Walton, Thurs-
day 3:45 pm; Panel 3

Abstract: Individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities, and their families, face few options in planning for 
care and housing.  Little attention is given to the specific needs and challenges of this population as it is often included 
among the broadly-grouped ‘disabled’, along with the physically-impaired and the mentally-ill.  This paper assesses the 
equitability of policies pertaining specifically to these individuals, with particular attention given to the civil rights con-
cerns of limiting their segregation from society, and upholding freedom of choice.

HMIS: Data Collection Efforts in the Homeless Service Sector, Cara Robinson, Thursday 3:45 pm; Panel 3

Abstract: In 2001, Congress directed the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to begin the process 
of mandating HMIS implementation in all Continuums of Care across the United States.  All jurisdictions were asked to 
have a functioning system by 2004. As a result, many street bureaucrats faced a new, and potentially overwhelming, task 
as communities were forced to transition to a new form of data collection.This presentation explores the implementation 
of the federally-mandated Homeless Management Information System in communities across the United States.   This 
presentation looks specifically at the implementation in two communities - Delaware and Nashville, TN and examines 
the costs and benefits of the Homeless Management Information System and its impact on homeless citizens and those 
who serve them.   
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Housing Reform in NYC, Larry Terry, Friday 8:00 am; Panel 1

Abstract: In 2011, the City of New York and the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) released a comprehensive 
strategic document outlining reform for the largest public housing institution in the world. Plan NYCHA: A Roadmap 
for Preservation addressed the agency’s approach to repairing its infrastructure and the relationship with its residents by 
outlining ten imperatives geared toward reforming its approach to service, from improving security and safety to ensuring 
financial stability. This qualitative case study analyzes the reform strategy through the lens of the Conciliatory Public 
Leadership (CPL) theory, which posits that public servants and institutions are trust-building agents and are responsible 
for two primary considerations: Objective Maintenance and Subjective Congruence. This document analysis will provide 
a preliminary assessment of the reform approach and provide prescriptive commentary on the long-term affects of the 
imperatives.

Housing
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Inclusive Excellence

Uncovering Southwest Raleigh: Enhancing Citizen Voice through Creative Youth and Community Engagement, 
Craig Brookins, Brittney Cofield-Poole, Amanda Matson, Jason Hibbets, Wednesday 2:45 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: Uncovering Southwest Raleigh is a partnership between the City of Raleigh and researchers in the NC State 
Colleges of Design, Humanities and Social Sciences, and Management.  This interdisciplinary partnership seeks to work 
with residents, businesses and other institutions in Southwest Raleigh in order to describe and document their needs 
and experiences related to the identity and promotion of the area in which North Carolina State University resides. This 
panel presentation will discuss key  issues related to integrating social equity into the community engagement process, 
and the broader implications it has for university-community engagement. Panelists will include the scholars, graduate 
and undergraduate students, and key informants from the community partners.

Fostering Equity through the Development of a Democratic Workplace, Tim Hatcher, Tina Irvine, Thursday 11:00 
am; Panel 3

Abstract: The goal of this session is to critically examine the democratic workplace and how its development fosters equi-
ty. To accomplish this goal, perspectives about the relationship between the democratic workplace and equity are devel-
oped, discussed and applied. Using a common group method such as a Nominal Group Technique, participants respond 
to questions and statements about the democratic workplace and equity (including definitions) and discuss implications.  
To conclude the session, participants are asked to discuss ways to foster democracy within the workplace. The outcomes 
for participants are: a. Gain insights into the validity of the democratic workplace in supporting worker equity and, b. 
Learn how to enable workplace democracy to enhance worker equity.

Relevance of Affirmative Action: An Examination of Competing Perspectives, Charlie Williams, Thursday 3:45 pm; 
Panel 1

Abstract: This session will provide a historical, conceptual, legal, and political overview of Affirmative Action. The 
discussion will include an exploration of the polarizing viewpoints on Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity policies 
and inclusion initiatives. In addition to a review of the current legal landscape of Affirmative Action and Diversity; the 
following questions will be examined: 1) What is Affirmative Action? 2) What is Diversity? 3) Are Affirmative Action and 
Diversity Competing Concepts? The goal of the workshop will be to have an informed, open, and interactive dialogue on 
the status and legacy of Affirmative Action.

Implementing the New ASPA Code of Ethics with Special Emphasis on Social Equity, James Svara, Blue Wool-
dridge, Susan T. Gooden, RaJade Berry-James, Friday 8:00 am; Panel 2

Abstract: After a two-year review, the ASPA Code of Ethics has been revised for the first time since 1994. Three major 
kinds of revisions have been made. First, three principles dealing with social equity, participation in governance, and the 
obligation to provide full information and advice have been added to the b current five principles. Second, the code has 
been shortened to focus on these eight principles. A set of “practices” that guide how the principles are carried out are 
contained in a separate document. Third, the  ciples are stated in aspirational language that calls for the highest level of 
ethical conduct and expresses the social responsibilities of public administrators. A major breakthrough is the explicit 
commitment in the code to strengthen social equity. In addition to the equity principle and its support for affirmative 
action, the code also commits to expand citizen engagement and specific practices address expanding inclusion and in-
creasing cultural competence in public organizations. The forum will invite suggestions about how to make these ethical 
commitments real. What do they mean in terms of specific actions? How does ASPA effectively communicate the new
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code to its members and to the wider public administration community? If ASPA adopts an enforcement process—an 
issue not yet resolved—, how a review process assess the compliance with the code with regard to social equity? Finally, 
how are other provisions in the code supported along with the social equity commitment? For example, how do public 
administrators work to advance social equity when the courts disallow certain kinds of practices based on preferences for 
underserved groups or when states preclude “affirmative action” measures?

Equity in Voting Accessibility, Dohyeong Kim, Ronald G. Penny, Friday 9:30 am; Panel 1

Abstract: This presentation will discuss whether voting accessibility have been equally distributed to different groups of 
citizens by race, gender, economic status, and locations of residence, particularly focusing on who are more likely to vote 
early including Sunday. We used the 2008 election data to examine socioeconomic characteristics of those who voted 
early and on Sunday.  The findings from this research could be used as guidance to policymakers on how to enhance the 
level of equity in voting accessibility when designing the voting schedule.

Higher Education as a Mediator for Philanthropic Investment in an Urban Neighborhood: Evidence of a  
Managed Ethic, Elizabeth Hudson, Friday 9:30 am; Panel 1

Abstract: This study explores a partnership process as higher education aims to uphold its civic mission through a 
community-based partnership. Framed in the work of Jane Addams and other progressive era communitarians, this 
paper explores how the social ethic is manifest in as higher education partners with community organizations to improve 
education access. I employ a qualitative case analysis from four-years of partnership with data from email exchanges, 
interviews, meeting minutes, selected video, and grant proposals and reports.  This study finds communitarian values to 
be live and well in the discourses of partners. However, communitarianism operates primarily at an organizational level. 
We have entered an era that embraces a ‘managed ethic,’ which privileges the role of authentic connections, but risks 
neglecting a fully realized social ethic that would operate to connect organizations to citizens, as well as cultivate connec-
tions among them.

What Have We Done To Our Daughters? Maternity Leave - Policy and Practice, Victoria Gordon, Friday 9:30 am; 
Panel 1

Abstract: The purpose of this research is to understand the experiences and perceptions of women who have utilized 
maternity leave benefits. Our research question is “What are the perceptions and experiences of participants about their 
utilization of maternity leave benefits?” We explore the use of maternity leave benefits by conducting in-depth interviews 
of women.  Our findings indicate that there is some disconnect between official policies in organizations—even those 
that purport to be family friendly—and the perceptions of the employees of those organizations with regard to the utili-
zation of maternity leave benefits.

Separate but Equal: U.S. Civil Unions and Domestic Partnerships, Lorenda A. Naylor, Heather Wyatt-Nichol, 
Wallace Swan, Contributing Faculty Member, Walden University,  Hamline University Instructor (Adjunct), Blue Wool-
dridge, Friday 9:30 am; Panel 2

Abstract: This panel focuses on the ruling of 2 US Supreme Court cases addressing same sex marriage and federal 
benefits. The implications of California’s Proposition 8 (Hollingsworth V. Perry) and the 1996 Defense of Marriage Act 
(DOMA) in United States v Windsor are explored as well as next steps and policy implementation challenges.

Inclusive Excellence
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International

A Balancing Act: Governance Challenges in Balancing Efficiency and Social Equity Goals in South African Munic-
ipal Government, Ogochukwu Nzewi, Friday 9:30 am; Panel 3

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to examine the balance of priorities in policy implementation at the local government 
in South Africa. It aims to show that issues of efficiency in public administration must also be a critical component in 
building and implementing socially equitable policies. By critically examining recent service delivery trends in local gov-
ernment in South Africa and using the new Local Government Turnaround Strategy (LGTS) as a benchmark for assess-
ment, this paper argues that more than any other factor, the failure of leadership in Local government has undermined 
performance in service delivery. The paper also demonstrates that although the LGTS has some credible objectives, 
unless the issue of leadership at the municipal level is dealt with, the LGTS will remain another ambitious government 
planned intervention that is going nowhere.  

Growing Pains: Instituting Participatory Budgeting in America, Marco Castillo, Friday 9:30 am; Panel 3

Abstract: In 1989, the Brazilian city of Porto Alegre initiated participatory budgeting, a political process where com-
munity residents and elected budget delegates engage in a deliberative process aimed at identifying critical projects for 
public funding.  Participatory budgeting became part of the American landscape in 2009, when Chicago Alderman Joe 
Moore implemented the process in the 49th council district.  The experiment was considered a success, inspiring other 
American cities to implement the process.  As of the fall of 2012, 8 New York City Council districts in the boroughs of 
Brooklyn, the Bronx, Manhattan, and Queens have adopted participatory budgeting as a means of allocating a portion 
of district capital funds.  This paper utilizes the case study methodology to explore the workings of the participatory 
budgeting process in New York City and seeks to identify the potential barriers and opportunities local governments may 
face as they seek to utilize this process to promote socially equitable outcomes.

Mi Esperanza: Hope for Women of Honduras, Quinn Novels, Friday 9:30 am; Panel 3

Abstract: The presentation focuses on the challenges faced by women living in the capital city of Honduras. Specifically, 
this presentation highlights the social and economic dilemma facing female head of households and examines the social 
dimensions of poverty   through the lens of a nonprofit organization. To systematically empower women and provide 
them with education, training and self-esteem, the goal of Mi Esperanza instills hope and establishes a foundation to 
break the cycle of poverty.
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Leadership

Reading the Fine Print:  Analyzing Recent Legislative Impacts on Minority Communities in Virginia, Susan T. 
Gooden (Moderator), Daphne Bryan, Ashley Chapman, Dawn Lawson, Thursday 11:00 am; Panel 1

Abstract: The Minority Political Leadership Institute is a collaborative initiative of the Virginia Legislative Black Caucus 
Foundation and the Grace E. Harris Leadership Institute at Virginia Commonwealth University. Designed for partici-
pants interested in leadership issues facing underserved communities, the program offers insights and concepts regarding 
personal leadership, policy and legislative processes to cultivate a deeper understanding of legacy, responsible stewardship, 
public service and integrity for future leaders. The focus of this panel is the racial impact analysis of legislation from the 
2012 Virginia General Assembly. The purpose of this analysis is to examine how specific legislation promotes or reduc-
es racial/ethnic disparities on minority communities within the Commonwealth of Virginia.   We intend to make the 
argument that current and future legislation in the Commonwealth should take into account the impact bills have on 
minority communities to make sure that they neither limit nor discourage participation in this great democracy.   

The Leadership Framework for Decision Making:  Susceptibility to Toxic Individuality, Kenny A. Hendrickson, 
Thursday 2:15 pm; Panel 3

Abstract: Currently, the term toxicity has been freely used to label the behavioral flaws of leaders.  Negative descrip-
tions such as, abusive, harmful, unethical, dysfunctional and more importantly destructive have been linked to toxic 
leadership.  In addition, scholars have also closely attached personal experiences and emotions to the causes of toxicity 
in leadership. However, the full implications of these insights are seldom scrutinized in terms of decision making.  It is 
important that toxicity be discussed based upon the individuality of leadership.  For this reason, it is the aim of this pre-
sentation to provide insight into the features of toxic individuality and its effect of on the decision making architecture of 
leadership. 
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LGBT

Public Sector Infrastructure and Social Equity in the Implementation and Enforcement of LGBT Rights, Kris 
Norman-Major, Thursday 11:00 am; Panel 3

Abstract: Public organizations are responsible for the implementation and enforcement of public policy, including poli-
cies related to the protections of rights for the LGBT community. This presentation, based on an article to be published 
in the spring symposium in the Journal of Public Management and Social Policy, will look at issues related to the rights 
of the LGBT community and the public administration infrastructure in place to protect these rights. Issues of social 
equity arise on several fronts based on differences in policies across levels of government and regional differences. Despite 
recent progress in recognition of LGBT rights, there are still several public administration issues that need to be ad-
dressed.  This could be part of a larger panel on at-risk or vulnerable communities.

Same-Sex Marriage Coalitions and the 501(c)(4) Strategic Organization, John Strange, Thursday 11:00 am; Panel 3

Abstract: This presentation will examine the established 501(c)(3)’s decision to either form a new 501(c)(4) organization 
as a strategic “buffer” for lobbying and political activity, or to join forces with other organizations or coalitions with (c)
(4) designations or advantages. The presentation focuses specifically on the perspectives of social movement organiza-
tions working for or against same-sex marriage or civil unions at the state level, a fertile research area given recent ballot 
referendums and initiatives for amendments to state constitutions either protecting same-sex unions or making them 
unconstitutional or illegal. 
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Local

Public Parks and Squares: An Opportunity for Increased Social Equity Research, Emily B. McCartha, Thursday 
2:15 pm; Panel 1

Abstract: This paper seeks to reposition the conceptualization of and theoretical approach to studying public green space 
within the field of public administration. Specifically concerned with examining the racial and ethnic dimensions of 
human interactions in public green spaces, this paper explains why this area of study is important and introduces current 
literature within the field of public administration and leisure studies regarding the topic. It concludes by suggesting a 
bridge between the two fields (PA and Leisure Studies) based on common goals in order to move this research forward.

Disproportionality of African-Americans in Public Child Welfare Services, James Nordin, Linda Orrante, Karl Por-
ter, Friday 11:00 am; Panel 3

Abstract: Nationally, the number of African American children in foster care is disproportional to the number of African 
American children in the general population.  There have been various studies of the causes of and contributors to this 
disproportionality, but there are no definitive answers and the disproportionality continues.  This presentation will 
describe one jurisdiction’s systematic approach to improving quality of services to abused children and their families 
through implementation of identified best practices and the resulting lack of impact on that jurisdiction’s disproportion-
ality.  
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Nonprofit

(Featured Panel) Our Foundation Focus, Wednesday 2:45 pm; Panel 3

James Gore, Program Officer, Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation; Stacey Parker-Fisher, Program Officer, Oak Foundation; 
Damon Circosta, Executive Director,  A.J. Fletcher Foundation; Gail Christopher, Vice President Program Strategy, W. 
K. Kellogg Foundation; Mary Tschirhart, Moderator

This elite panel of nonprofit professionals discuss the research, needs and grantmaking interests of their foundations.  
Specifically, their presentations will explore the following questions:  What issues are they seeing in the grant community 
and what are they trying to do to address the issue? What do they see as research needs to assist with or improve their 
grantmaking practices to address these issues? 

(Featured Panel) Local Nonprofits: Community Commitments and Research Needs, Thursday 9:30 am; Panel 2

Alan Winstead, Executive Director,  Meals on Wheels of Wake County; Beth Briggs, Executive Director,  NC Council 
for Women, NC Department of Administration; Wendy L. Greene, Director, North Carolina Prisoner Legal Services, In-
carcerated Youth Advocacy Project; Dana Boole, President and Chief Executive Officer, Community Affordable Housing 
Coalition; Eileen Hannan, Moderator

Abstract: This elite panel of North Carolina practitioners serves our local community.  Their presentations highlight 
organizational commitment to assess and meet the needs of our local community.  Panelists were invited to address these 
questions: How are they committed to community needs? What are their research needs? 

Nonprofit Board Governance: Challenges of Inclusivity and Voice, Jessica Katz Jameson, Thursday 11:00 am; Panel 3

Abstract: This presentation will address the challenges of inclusivity in nonprofit board governance. The presentation is 
based on  longitudinal research with two nonprofit agencies that serve marginalized populations, and includes interviews 
with board members and observation of all board meetings for a one-year period. Participants often reported perceived 
differences in influence of members, with more reports of status and influence among white males, and board members 
with longer tenure, as compared to African Americans, Latinos, women, and members of the organization’s stakeholder 
groups. This presentation will report key findings and provide recommendations for inclusive board communication.

An Effective Nonprofit Board:  Roles, Responsibilities, Recruitment and Orientation, Ruth A. Peebles, Thursday 
3:45 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: What are the roles and responsibilities of a nonprofit board of directors? How should a board operate to ensure 
maximum effectiveness? This interactive session introduce nonprofit staff and board members to the principles of effec-
tive governance by defining the basic roles and responsibilities of the board and examining strategies for building effective 
board structures. Topics explored include strategic recruitment and orientation of board members, trends in board mem-
bership and board development.

Getting the Job Done:  The Value of Social Equity Toolkits, Susan T. Gooden, Thursday 3:45 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: An evolving area in social equity implementation  is the use of toolkits.  The purpose of these toolkits is to 
screen for equity impacts; determine who is impacted; and identify recommendations to reduce inequities.  This paper 
identifies a variety of   toolkits developed by governmental and non-profit organizations to examine social equity, particu-
larly racial equity. It analyzes commonalities and differences across these instruments.
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Mobilizing Local Assets to Strengthen Rural Communities: The Vital Role of Community Philanthropy in Build-
ing Social, Economic and Political Capital, Pearl K. Ford Dowe, Thursday 3:45 pm; Panel 2

Abstract: We argue that traditional approaches to addressing the needs of rural communities, either through public or 
private  resources  has done little to address the fundamental challenges of these communities. We contend that the large-
ly instrumental approach to community development has failed to meet the continued challenges of structural racism, in-
sufficient engagement of community members, unwillingness or hesitancy of many nonprofits to work with governmen-
tal agencies  and other nonprofit providers. We will address not specifically  the role of funders but more broadly how to 
strengthen community engagement and collaboration through a new model of community philanthropy.

How to Create a Sustainable Nonprofit Strategic Plan, Ruth A. Peebles, Friday 11:00 am; Panel 3

Abstract: A well-designed strategic plan provides organizational direction, helps to set priorities, assists with budgeting 
and resource allocation, and improves overall organizational effectiveness, accountability and decision-making. This ses-
sion provides an easy-to-follow, step-by-step road map for the future that can be used by any nonprofit. Whether you are 
a staff member, executive director, or board member, this session will reveal the key steps and methodology for building 
a successful strategic plan. Participants will discover how to evaluate the external and internal environment of an orga-
nization as well as the fundamentals of developing mission statements, set goals and measurable objectives and identify 
activities to be implemented.  The session provides all the tools necessary to implement a useful evaluation process that 
assesses organizational capacity and creates procedures for evaluating strategic outcomes. 

Nonprofit
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Policing and Corrections

Race, Class, Gender, Incarceration, and Re-Entry: Power, Privilege, and Marginalization in the U.S. Criminal 
Justice System, Heather Wyatt-Nichol, Brian N. Williams, Renita L. Seabrook, Lorenda Naylor, Wednesday 4:15 pm; 
Panel 1

Abstract: Over the past several decades, this country has witnessed an evolution of policy changes that have contributed 
to rising incarceration rates for minority offenders. Specifically, the war on drugs in the late 1980s prompted legislators 
to formulate and pass laws and policies which resulted in a large proportion of minority offenders, especially women, be-
ing charged and sentenced on various drug related crimes.  This panel will critically examine the costs of incarceration at 
the individual, the family, and the societal levels and will propose policy and practice prescriptions that correct the power 
asymmetries that perpetuate disparities in the US Criminal Justice System.  

The Effect of Local-level Culture on Prison Reentry, Leon A. Harris III, Mark S. Fleisher, Thursday 2:15 pm; Panel 3

Abstract: Our presentation will focus on displaying the effects local-level community culture and environment has on 
prisoner reentry.  We will also discuss how society has attempted to address prison reentry, and argue from a theoretical 
perspective how public officials, stakeholders, and reentry advocates can take action to remedy the inefficiencies and 
effectiveness of prison reentry programs.

North Carolina Innocence Inquiry Commission: Duties, Virtues, Principles, and Consequences, Susan Camilleri, 
Thursday 2:15 pm; Panel 3

Abstract: This paper looks at the ethical motivation behind the establishment and mission of the NC Innocence Inquiry 
Commission (NCIIC). By investigating the purpose of the agency, along with the tenets of the duty, virtue, principle, 
and consequence-based lines of ethical reasoning, this investigation analyzes what role a sense of ethical responsibility 
played in the development of the NC Innocence Inquiry Commission. After examination, this paper finds that the 
mission of the NC Innocence Inquiry Commission is best described by the duty-based ethical approach, as public 
administrators have obligations to democracy, due process, procedural fairness, and the public interest, all of which are 
particularly salient to the goals of the Commission. Thus, the motivation behind the establishment of the NC Innocence 
Inquiry Commission stems from an ethical responsibility of the state to rectify past misdeeds through strengthening the 
aforementioned duties.
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Criminal Records Background Checks in Employment: A Critical Economic Development Issue, Scott Nolen, 
Friday 8:00 am; Panel 3

Abstract: New Jersey Institute for Social Justice has worked to create a nationally relevant state model to reduce employ-
ment barriers for the 65 million Americans with criminal records; individuals highly concentrated and marginalized 
in urban labor markets like Newark and Camden.  Those with records, often for nonviolent drug offenses, face illegal 
employment discrimination (for convictions and even arrests) and/or legal but irrational bars to working long after 
release from incarceration and engaging in serious rehabilitation efforts.   Policymakers and businesses are beginning to 
recognize what has been labeled a criminal justice issue as an unaddressed urban economic development problem and an 
untapped labor resource.

Policing and Corrections
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Notes



TRAINING SOLUTIONS 
 Leadership assessments such as MBTI,

The Leadership Circle, Strength 
Finders and Change Style Indicator 

 Leader development
 Organiza�on development
 Team building
 Conict resolu�on
 Change management

RESEARCH SOLUTIONS 
 Program evalua�on and policy analysis
 Quan�ta�ve and qualita�ve data

analysis 
 Survey design
 Field‐based data collec�on
 Needs assessment
 Research consulta�on and supportPROGRAMS OFFERED 

VCU Department Chairs Cer�ca�on Program 
VCU Leadership Development Program 
       HIGHER Ground Women’s Leadership   

Development Program 
Minority Poli�cal Leadership Ins�tute 

The  Grace  E.  Harris  Leadership  Ins�tute 
provides  training  and  educa�on  solu�ons  to 
build  the  capacity  of  individuals,  teams  and 
organiza�ons.  The  Ins�tute  uses  exis�ng 
models  and  custom‐designed  programs  and 
services  to  create  a  product  specically 
shaped to meet the needs of clients. We offer 
various  assessments  that  individuals  and 
organiza�ons  can  use  to  create  produc�ve 
teams  and  improve  their  work‐life 
environment.  Consulta�on,  planning  and 
facilita�on  services  are  available  for 
organiza�ons  interested  in  short‐  and  long‐
term training. 

For more informa�on  
please visit www.vcu.edu/gehli 

or call (804) 827‐1169 

The Grace E. Harris Leadership Ins�tute 
916 W Franklin Street, 1st Floor 

P.O. Box 842534 
Richmond, VA  23284‐2534 
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ENGAGEMENT

Campus Box 7011 - Raleigh, NC 27695 - PH 919.513.7031 - inst i tutefornonprofits@ncsu.edu

nonprofit news + resources

Visit forwww.philanthropyjournal.org
news and resources, information on how

to advertise, and to subscribe to the
e-Newsletter.  Please contact us to

contribute articles or videos.

Visit fornonprofit.chass.ncsu.edu
information on our Nonprofit Studies

Minor, professional certificates,
Community of Nonprofit Scholars

(CONS) and other programs.


